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gewanee ^Military ^Academy 3Tolds £eventy-£ixth (Commencement ?May 2Q
Traditional Exercises
Mark Seventy-Sixth
Commencement

Forty-Five Cadets
Are Graduated With
Traditional Ceremony

Vice Admiral Randall Jacobs
and Commander Henry Bell
Hodgkins to be the Speakers for University
Graduation

Long Weekend Features Dances
And Parades as Well as
Baccalaureate and Commencement Services

The Commencement of 1944, June
7th.—12th., Sewanee's Seventy-sixth,
will find traditional events augmented
by the presence of the United States
Navy. Adding to the colorful exercises of graduation, the Navy will lend
to the festivities a touch, of blue and
gold, to share with the University of
the South in making this Commencement one of the school's most historic.
The Navy V-12 Unit at Sewanee has
has influenced the injection cf military
men as Commencement speakers. Two
distinguished Naval Officers have been
invited to speak at this year's graduation. Delivering the Commencement
address will be Vice Admiral Randall
Jacobs, U.S.N., The Chief of Naval
Personnel, Washington, D. C. The
Baccalaureate preacher will be Sewanee
Alumnus, Commander Henry Bell
Hodgkins, U.S.N.R., Senior Chaplain,
Norfolk Navy Yard, Portmouth, Virginia.
The University this year bestows
Honorary Degrees on five distinguished
men. Those awarded degrees will be:
the Commencement speakers, Admiral
Jacobs; Doctor of Civil Laws; Commander Hodgkins, Doctor of Divinity;
and the Rev. N e wt o n Middletcn,
'09, Rector of St. John's Church,
Jacksonville, Florida, author of the
Sewanee Alma Mater, Doctor of Divinity; the Rev. Canon James R. Sharpe,
of Nashville, Tenn. Diocesan Secretary
of the Diocese of Tennessee, Doctor of
Divinity; and Dr. Tom Douglas Spies,
of the Hillman Hospital, Birmingham,
Ala., Associate Professor of Medicine,
University of Cincinnati College of
Medicine, Doctor of Science.
Other Dignitaries attending Commencement: Rear Admiral A. C. Bennett, U.S.N. Commandant of the Eight
Naval District, of which the Sewanee
Naval Unit is a part, and a previous
visitor to the mountain Captain Harry
D. Powers, U.S.N., Director of Training for this Naval Unit.
Though business sessions of the Board
of Regents and of the Board of Trustees
will begin on Wednesday and continue
to Friday actual fesitivities begin with
the Vice-Chancellor's Reception at the
(Continued on page 7)

Don Redman To Play
For Dances June Tenth
Dance Committee Plans Decorations for Ormond Simkins
Gymnasium
Commencement Week will surely enliven the lives of both the civilian and
trainee students alike for the Sewanee
Dance Club has announced that the
traditional Commencement Dance will
k held on June 10th from eight to
twelve in the Ormond Simkins Gym"asium. This dance will feature the
nationally famous orchestra of Don
Redman and the blues renditions of
"is vocalist, Sister Rosita Tharpe.
Under the leadership of Mr. W. W.
is, adviser, the very efficient Dance
ittee has made plans to make this
compare favorably to Commence Dances of the past. A temendous
s
'ride was made in that direction when
'he name band of Don Redman was
Se
cured. Although he has had his own
orchestra for a short time, Redman is
We
ll known throughout the country as
I"11 arranger for Fred Waring, Charlie
I™6*' Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey, and
ot
her top-flight orchestras.
°lans and decorations are being made
J the Dance Committee composed of
w
- • Terrell, P. H. Lowrey, C. E. John^ n . H. B. Douglas, J. B. Flynn, C. A.
v
' «Leod, T. W. Houser, and E. W. CarSince this will be the last dance for
of the Naval and civilian stu; let's all turn out with dates and
e it one of the most successful
c
es of the year.

Revived Happy Hour Possible New Species Annual Declamation
Proves Success; Plays Of Cave Salamander Contest For Lyman
To Capacity House
Found In Local Cave Medal Held Recently
Variety Program of Music, Songs Mr. Pope of Field Museum Con- McKeowjn Wins; Emerson, ShelDances, and Skits Goes Over
fers with Dr. McCrady, Mr.
ton, Schulein, Nummy, WayBig With All
Templeton and Dr. Kirbymouth, and Edmondson
Smith
Speak

The Happy Hour was a success. That
is the attitude with which a hardworking cast were able to close their
show. And a good show it was, too—
the best yet put on.
There was at first some delay in setting the exact date for the production.
Many things stood in the way—the orchestra had to obtain music, the props
had to be organized, and numerous
minor hitches had to be ironed out.
They were ironed out—due almost entirely to the efforts of Bill Corley. On
Sunday, May 28, when the show was
put en there was not only a full house
but an overflowing one.
At precisely 1415 (2:15 p.m. civilian
time!) Mr. Bill Corley, who is directly
responsible for the Happy Hour, stepped forth from the closed curtains and
announced—with a poem—the first
thing on the program, a number by the
Navy orchestra, which was followed by
the "radio" skit "He Knew All the Answers". This skit got laughter gallore
from the audience and, to use an old
phrase again, went over big. The cast
included Bob Nes as quizmaster, Bill
Corley as a very "Dopey" contestant
along with the Scotch contestant Bland
Mitchell who was so thrifty that when
he opened his purse a moth flew out.
The third contestant was the rough and
ready gob from Brooklyn, John Dickey.
He seemed to know more about the life
of Chief Kerrisey however, than he did
about the War of 1812! The announcer
for the "Radio" program was Lonnie
Emerson who, in between additions
and subtractions of money was able to
get in a word for California Squirtless
Grapefruit (It's in the public eye).
With the close of the skit Miss Barbara Moore came on stage to sing some
popular songs accompanied by Gene
West. This was followed by the orchestra playing "Star Dust". By this
time the stage was now set for the story of "A Perfect Gentleman" which was
both dramatic and amusing. Harry
Douglas played the part of the General
who through cleverness and wit tried
to make the spy, Wilson Snipes, admit
that he was not deaf and dumb. Hard
as the General and his aide, Mel Weinberg, might try, they could get nothing
out of this man with "nerves of steel".
Nevertheless, the spy was "a perfect
gentleman" and when the General's
secretary dropped her handkerchief he
immediately stooped to pick it up and
(Continued from page 1)

Dr. Edward McCrady, Dr. Henry
Kirby-Smith, Mr. Templeton of Winchester, and John Waymouth were in
a cave in Sinking Cove recently. About
a half a mile back in the cave they
discovered a cave salamander. There
are only three places in the United
States where cave salamanders have
been found. Dr. McCrady then wrote
Mr. Cliord Pope, curator of the National History Museum of Chicago
(formerly the Field Museum), who is
also author of Shake Alive, which deals
with that reptile in a laymans language.
The region of Eastern Tennessee has
been relatively unexplored for biological specimens. The western area of
North Carolina and Virginia has been
explored rather extensively, but the
Tennessee area is almost a virgin vici(Continued on page 8)

On Tuesday, May 25th, the seventyfifth Declamation Contest for the Lyman Medal was held in the Sewanee
Union Auditorium. This contest, the
oldest institution on the Sewanee campus, is one of ability shown in speaking, not in content of the selection
given in the speech. According to
Professor William H. MacKellar, head
of the Department of Public Speaking,
this was one of the best contests in the
history of the competition. This year
the Lyman Medal, an outstanding
award for achievement in the University, was donated by Dr. Brooks of St.
Thomas Church in New York City.
The winner was James McKeown, a
student of the Theological School,
whose selection was "Georgia Fiddler's
(Continued on page 8)

Acolytes' Guild Ends
J. A, Woods Awarded Milk
Fund Campaign
Chilean Decoration
Highest Civilian Honor Bestowed on Alumnus for Outstanding Services
Mr. J. Albert Woods, distinguished
alumnus of the University and connected with the Chilean Nitrate Sales
Corporation of New York, was recently
awarded the Rank of Commendador,
Chilean Order of Merit, by the Chilean
Government. This is the highest decoration that the Chilean Government
can bestow upon a civilian. We quote
here the telegram sent by the Chilean
Nitrate and Iodine Sales Corporation
to Mrs. Woods informing her of the
award.
"Most gratified to inform you Chilean
Government has conferred upon your
husband Rank of Commendador, Chilean
Order of Merit for outstanding services rendered in the cause of goodwill
and unity between our two countries.
Presentation made by Minister of Finance at luncheon attended by Ministers of State, Ambassadores, high officials of government, industry and finance. Heartiest congratulations to you
and sons.
Board and staff
Chilean Nitrate and
Iodine Sales Corporation."
Mr. Woods will be in Sewanee on
June 9 and 10 for the meetings of the
Board of Trustees and the Alumni.

Hope That Sinking Fund May
Be Established From $85
Donated

The Acolytes' Guild of All Saints'
Chapel, at Sewanee has completed its
third semesterly Milk Fund Drive.
Though collections were not as large
as in previous drives, this one may
well be termed just as successful. The
final count shows that the amount collected for milk for the community's
Negro children was approximately
$83.00.
It is too early yet to determine
whether this amount will exceed budget requirements and therefore yield
a surplus to the sinking fund directed
toward a generalized work among the
Sewanee Negroes. But there is hope
that a portion can be laid aside.
The Guild wishes to express its appreciation to each and every member
of the student body who has so generously contributed. And the members
assure you that your money has been
and will continue to be a great aid and
source of happiness to the less fortunate of this community.
The Acolytes' Guild hopes that anycne wishing to make additional contributions to this work at any time
will feel quite free to do so. These
offerings may be given to the Chaplain
or to Roy Strainge, Treasurer of the
Guild

Graduating a class of forty-four cadets, the Sewanee Military Academy
held its seventy-sixth annual commencement through the four-day period of May 18 to May 22, at the Academy and in All Saints' Chapel.
The exercises were opened on Thursday, May 18 by a parade, followed by
an Athletic Field Day and presentation
of academic and athletic awards, held
en the Academy parade grounds. Friday night saw the first dance of the
Commencement set, at which cadets and
dates jumped and jived to the music
of Roy Holmes and his Orchestra.
A military competition was held on
Saturday, May 20, and the presentation
of military awards was made that same
afternoon. The graduation parade was
also held as well as an Alumni Review.
The second dance of the graduation
set was held on Saturday night, liberally attended by Naval Trainees as well
as the Academy cadets.
High spots in Sunday's events was
the Commencement service in All
Saints' Chapel at which the Rt. Reverend Duncan M. Gray, Bishop of Mississippi, was the baccalaureate preacher. In his sermon, Bishop Gray reminded his hearers of the part which
they were soon to play in a nation at
war, and empressed the hope that the
members of the graduating class would
retain those Christian qualities which
have made Sewanee men distinctive
wherever they might be. Following
the Commencement Sermon a reception was held at the home of the ViceChancellor of the University, Dr. Alexander Guerry, for visiting parents, their
sons, and the members of the graduating class. The Academy Band was featured in a concert on the lawn of the
Guerry home during this repection. The
annual Forensic exercises were held in
the evening in the Sewanee Union Auditorium.
The final Commencement Day exercises were held on Monday, May 22, beginning with the lowering of the colors
at Quintard Hall. The student body
then marched in formation to All
Saints' Chapel where the final graduation exercises were held. Captain
Bearden, Chaplain of the Academy
opened the service, followed by the
Salutatory, delivered by Raymond Perry Padden. After presentation of diplomas by the Superintendent, the class
was addressed by the Vice-Chancellor,
Dr. Guerry.
Dr. Guerry opened his address in
the form of a person letter at the cadets, congratulating them en their
achievement in graduating from the
Academy, but reminding them that
this graduation was not an end in itself but a stepping stone to higher
things. He mentioned the fact that most
of the graduating class would soon be
enteing the Armed Forces to take part
in the nation's struggle for victory, emphasizing the necessity for absorbing
all the knowledge of warfare, but yet
retaining, in spite of the cold-blooded
game in which they were soon to engage, "your power and versatility of
mind", which, he said were products
of education.
Continuing his talks he urged his
listeners not to allow themselves to be
coarsened or cheapened by war, mentioning some of the great military leaders of history, such as Lee and Jackson,
who were models of the Christian gentleman. Especially he warned against
becoming embittered either by war or
its aftermath, since such a man can
never rise above the pressure of events
or find satisfaction in circumstances
other than those he had anticipated.
In conclusion, Dr. Guerry urged his
listeners not only to fight to their utmost in the war, but also to continue
fighting after victory for the sort of
America "which this country ought to
be, which you want it to be." He expressed the hope that the class would,
in years to come fight against dishonesty and corruption and make
America in reality a land of liberty.
(Continued on page 8)
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LET'S GIVE SCHICKLEGRUBER
THE HOTFOOT!

By THE REV. GEORGE HALL

P. H. LOWREY, A.S.

ROY T. STHAINGE, JR.

If the aim of the last war was to
make the world safe for democracy and
freedom, our aim in this war must be
DtrwAiN HUGHES
to make freedom and democracy safe
for the world. It is my conviction that
Contributors
only a freedom and democracy rooted
in faith is able to survive or deserves
LIEUT. J. G. CORNWELL, U.S.N.R.
REV. GEORGE J. HALL
to survive.
MRS. T. D. GOVAN, LIBRARY
COACH HARRIS C. MOORE
You and I are faced with the rePROF. W. H. MACKELLAR
PROF. W. W. LEWIS
sponsibility of building a house of
PROF. A. C. MARTIN
Freedom for the world. We are charged
with giving to the world men who are
Features
capable of having freedom. To build
Henry Havens
Bob Nes, A. S.
Bob Amis, A.S.
that house firmly we must use four
Charles Karsten
Dick Ovington, A.S.
cornerstones, firmly set and their conTom Beattie, A.S.
Henry Prior
tents thoroughly inculcated into our
Bland Mitchell, A.S.
Snowden Boyle, A.S.
Robert Robards, A.S. lives.
Clarence Edmondson
John D. Worrell, Jr.
William Hankins, A. S.
The myriad things of life today often
snuff out the spiitual flame of life.
Staff
When that happens the selection of purTommy Houser, A.S. pose in life is not adequate nor is it
Jennings Goza, A.S.
John Collier, A.S.
Duwain Hughes
Neely Grant, A.S.
Joe Cumming, A.S.
safe. To be able to select a purpose in
Charles Johnson, A.S. life is definitely a cornerstone to make
Edwin Herring, A.S.
Harry Douglas, A.S.
the house of freedom safe for the
Sports Editor
world. For it is the spiritual flame of
CHARLES S. ANDERSON, A.S.
love of man through love of God which
makes free men safe men. It is only
Staff
where an adequate purpose of life is
Calhoun Winton, A.S. selected that men create that spiritual
Bob Warner
John F. Waymouth
Tommy Houser, A.S. flame of love so necessary to mankind.
John Collier, A.S.
Phil Callihan, A.S.
That is why you are in Sewanee or in
Photography
Cartoons
any other college. Education—through
WILLIAM R. TERRELL, A.S.
HERBERT H. HIGHFILL, A.S.
Navy War Bond Cartoon Service.
letting us walk and talk and live with
great spirited men of the past—through
t e a c h i n g , preaching, reaching the
Associate Business Manager knowledge of love and love of God
Business Manager
WILSON C. SNIPES, A.S.
EDDIE CARPENTER
should give us the ability to kindle
forever that spiritual flame of love both
Circulation Manager
in our own hearts and in the hearts of
If we admit that progress is both
By TED SANFORD, USNR
BILL CARPENTER, A.S.
ether men
I have been giving considerable possible and desirable, we are faced
(Continued on page 4)
Staff
thought to the question of political with an exceedingly complex and often
conservatism: Is it justified? Why are baffling problem. Why are some of us
Bill Fowle
Ralph Banks, A.S.
Ed Randle
people conservative? I remain very conservative—that is, opposed to progBob Thomas
Doug Castleberry, A.S.
Bob Nes, A.S.
much open to argument and am still ress? I doubt the question will ever
Eddie Turner
Lonnie Emerson, A.S.
a bit hazy about the whole question, be answered completely, but let me
but I have reached some tentative con- suggest a few of the motives behind
Published by the Students of the UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH twice monthly
clusions which I present for your con- conservatism, as I see them.
iuring the academic year of 1943-1944 from September 22nd.
The obvious answer is, of course, the
sideration and criticism.
From the point of view of the wel- protection of vested interest. Closely
Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in section Dear Mr. Editor:
fare of society as a whole, I do not allied to this, and more prevalent than
Learn to speak and write our Eng- believe that in politics conservatism— many of us believe, is the identifying
1103, Act of October 3, 1917, authorized October 23, 1918.
lish language and you have at your that is, "opposition to change"—can be oj themselves by some of those in middisposal a logic and a methodology, the logically justified.
dle class and lower middle class groups,
very best in all the world.
with the "upper" classes. I think this
It seems to me that history is a rec- process of identification is essentially
May I enclose a copy of a reply made
1943
Member
1944
crd of changes which, with temporary an ego raising device. Possessing little
to a professor of education of a college
regressions, have ever been adding up material wealth, and feeling acutely,
REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
in the Middle West, asking me to conto better and better civilizations. This (although subconsciously), their "detribute to "a study of the ways College
National Advertising Service, Inc.
interpretation is, of course, contrary to ficiencies", the ego is raised by a proteachers promote integration and thinkCollege Publishers Representative
the dreamy-eyed visions of those who cess of posing to themselves as a part
4 2 O M.-.DisoN AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
ing in learning"?
hold certain past civilizations superior of the "better set"—and of course this
CHICAGO - BOSTON - l-OS AfJCELCS - SAN FRAN'.ISCO
* **
to our own. There is not the space to pose must be carried into their politiMy dear Professor—:
discuss this here, but it seems to me
"The weakness of our College stu- historical facts clearly show that past cal philosophy. They are salving a
dents in reflective and constructive rea- "golden ages" were "golden" only for sort of inferiority complex. Let me
soning comes, not from a lack of ability the favored few. The concept of the emphasize that this attitude probably
to reason, for God and Nature have "common man" is peculiar to our own develops quite unconsciously, is not
made us reasoning animals, but from age alone in all history. Does not realized, and hence will be vigorously
sheer ignorance of the materials, the Christianity itself, being positive and denied. But note that frequently the
facts and the data, on which alone any forward looking, imply progress in
accurate thinking can be based The society just as in the individual?
remedy for- this: revise the training of
AN APOLOGY
I recently heard the position of the
our teachers for primary and seconThe article which was printed in
dary schools. Child psychology and conversative compared to the rear feet the last issue of the Purple under
methodology, which are now so strong- of the horse. They remain planted 'Defeat Free Enterprise" should have
ly stressed in teacher education, most until compelled to move forward by the been titled "Defeat Free Enterprise
certainly have their value, and they are "liberal" fore feet; but when they come Propaganda". We wish to apologize
indispensable no doubt, but, to myto rest, they are always planted where for having made this mistake.
mind, methodology is as dust in the the "liberal" feet were a moment beHenry V
balance when weighed against the fore. It is certainly true that the conthorough imparting, fact by fact, of servatives of today are clinging to that real "aristocrats" of society, sure of
On May 10th, a class of Midshipmen graduated from Northwestern Uni- the subject matter taught We have too which the liberals of yesterday fought their positions, are far less conservative
versity Midshipman School. Its members were commissioned Ensigns in the many histories of human thought and for, and so it has been always.
than those of a "lower" standing, who
United States Naval Reserve. William Taylor Watson, III, of Nashville, gradu- far too little drilling in the actualities,
Whose name lasts in history, the con- are engaged in a process of convincing
ated fifth in that class of fourteen hundred. He had attended Vanderbilt Uni- political, geographical, social, economic servative's or the liberal's? More often, themselves that they are of the "elite".
versity, and was stationed at Sewanee in the V-12 Unit from July until No- and literary of the world we actually is it not the liberal, who has accomSnobbishness is a factor. There are
vember last year. To those who knew him, it was not surprising that he led live in. It is a platitude to say that we plished that for which we gratefully a few who frankly believe the memlive in a world of facts, yet how con- remember him? Excluding Washington bers of their "class" are superior to all
his class.
stantly does it happen that a beautiful and Lincoln, who became famous as ethers in society, and who intend to see
At the time of his graduation, Admiral King had asked the Northwestern theory is murdered by an ugly fact.
war leaders, consider who are our most that the rest of the community "stays to
Midshipman School for a newly commissioned Ensign to take aboard his flag"For hundreds of years no subject famous presidents: Jefferson the lib- its place". "They don't deserve any
ship, in order to see the calibre of the men the Midshipman School was turnwas more ardently pursued by the me- eral, or John Adams? Teddy Roosevelt better" is their theme song. This ating out. There was a post in Washington, in the Navy Department, which dieval schoolmen than logic. Neverthe- or Taft? Woodrow Wilson (a war presi- titude figures in "white supremacy".
Northwestern was to fill—and it would take a good officer to fill it. Both of less, owing to the scantiness of their dent, his fame, unlike Lincoln's, was
Allied with these motives is that of
those assignments were offered to Billy Watson. He turned them both down. knowledge, they were unable to bring well established before the war came) the ambitious and confident young man
their general views in accordance with cr Harding or Coolidge? I believe that or woman, who seeks to carve out his
He was given his choice of any assignment he wanted on active duty.
in historical retrospect, the future will own high place in society someday and
He chose what the Navy terms "demolition". Only volunteers are accepted the facts.
"For the past thirty-six years I have record Franklin D. Roosevelt, not hence is conservative as he desires t°
for this work. It is a dirty job. The men in demolition ride small rubber rafts
had considerable experience as a tea- Hoover and not Dewey, say, as the protect an interest he expects to acin through the surf to the beaches, where an amphibious attack is to be made. cher both here—£hirCy-cne years—and greatest leader of his time.
quire.
A hundred yards from shore, the demolition men start to swim. They search at Leland Stanford, the University of
Assuming that progress, that is,
Note that these motives are all selthe beaches, locating mines, clearing paths through them, and destroying any Wisconsin, and—in summer school—the change for the better, is possible, it fish. It has been my experience, ho*'
explosives which would interfere with a landing. Then they swim back to University of Virginia and Peabody seems obvious that it is desirable and ever, that the great majority of conCollege f o r Teachers (Nashhville, necessary. Without drawing upon sta- servatives are largely unselfish and are
their little rubber rafts, and paddle away—if they can.
Tenn.). Thus I have taught many
The choice that Watson made of course caused a good bit of comment. We freshmen End many school teachers. I tistics, which seem to bother some peo- usually quite sincere in believing their
heard one emptyheaded fool laugh at it; to this person it teemed a ludicrous am. utterly amazed at the ignorance of ple, let me point out that it is only position best for society.
necessary to keep one's eyes open to
Some are conservatives as a resul'
choice!
slmrst all freshmen and of quite a see the extent of poverty in our own
of coercion, although the importance
number
of
the
teachers
themselves,
esThere was a bright red haze in front of us for a long time afterwards.
country. My own personal contact cf this factor is increasingly diminished
Speech came very hard, for there was no fitting answer to that sort of state- pecially in our Southland. In particu- with it has been most intimate in work- by the use of the secret ballot, and by.
ment. The whole vital issue of the war seemed to be tied up in that little in- lar, they lack a terminology. Surely ing with laborers on surveying gangs. I think, an increasingly democrat!'
words are not only vehicles of thought,
cident. On the one hand, was a man who had the same high ideal that kept the but they are the only means of thought, Anyone who will accompany me on spirit in society. Nonetheless, there are
the trip from Chattanooga to Phila- still workers who fear for their j o b s
Spitfires flying in the battle of Britain—that kept the Russian line together be- and not only do new words originate
delphia, can see poverty along the en- if they take the "wrong" position, and
fore Moscow—that pervaded—and kept the courage up—in the soul shattering new ideas, but they are the only source tire route, fron the tenant farmers
college professors and high schc°
defeat in the South Pacific Withdrawals.
through which we can acquire them.
shacks in Tennessee and southern Vir- teachers who must stay on the rig1"
"In short, you can't think without ginia to the run down sections of the side of the fence. Often conservatism
On the other hand—well—you name it. It doesn't print very well.
something to think with, and something large Northern cities. But why go so is adopted to avoid offending those
To William Watson, we can say only a pert of what we feel by giving him to think about."
far from home? One can see effective whom one feels he cannot afford t0
a deeply respectful and admiring salute—for hir nobility, his ccurage, and his
evidence of poverty on this very moun- offend.
Yours faithfully,
superb action in accepting his individual responsibility.
.. ..
tain.
S. L. WARE.
(Continued on page 3) . •
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. . . the greater therefore should our courage be.
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WHY CONSERVATIVE
{Continued from page 2)
There is a special set of forces working on the more ignorant or unthinking
elements of society. Consider tradition
^ a house keeper once told me she
voted Republician because she always
had and so had her father, and she always would! Vermonters have always
voted Republican and, having lived in
Vermont, I feel sure they always will.
Those living in a conservative community tend to respond to social pressure and climb on the bandwagon.
Fear is important, and fears are often
played upon by the propaganda of the
vested interests. "The New Deal means
the loss of our civil liberties; a third
term will lead to dictatorship; social
security will be a 'golden chain' around
the working man, making him completely dependent on the government;
TVA is socialism." The unknown is
usually feared and change contains an
element of the unknown.
Even though the element of fear is
absent, the feeble reasoning of the unthinking may be easily influenced by
conservative propaganda when this is
not counteracted by propaganda from
the left, and unfortunately conservatives control most of the organs for
influencing public opinion.
It is difficult to see why the unselfish and intelligent members of society
are conservative. Natural disposition
is an important factor. There is in all
of us an element of inertia, and where
this is strong in an individual there
is a dislike of change. In classifying
political opinion by disposition, Lowell
named those relatively contented with
their lot but nonetheless hopeful for
better things, as liberals and those
contented but not hopeful for better
as conservatives. Those who are discontented and hopeful were classified
as radicals; those discontented but not
hopeful as reactionaries. Those who are
lazy dislike change. Change requires
effort whereas it is relatively easy not
to worry but to let things ride along
as they are going. Finally, I believe
there is some sort of inate caution and
conservatism in some individuals, which
cannot be tabbed as inertia, or laziness,
or content plus a lack of hope, or as
anything else, but which does strongly
resist change.
The most convincing argument I have
heard for conservatism in general, asks
who we are to depart from that which
the best minds of past generations has
established. This argument provokes
real thought and I don't mean to belittle it, but let me suggest that these
same best minds of past generations
departed from traditional thought in
their own time. Further, the strongest
arm, not the best minds of past generations, have often fathered our present
day institutions. At one time, the best
thought of the past maintained that
the each was flat. But even though
this may hold for conservatism in general, it does not necessarily hold for
conservatism in politics. Our economic
and political order has not come about
as a result of coordinated, human
thought, but more or less haphazardly
as far as we mortals are concerned, as
a result of historical forces. This industrial revolution was not planned in
advance. Our system as a whole does
not rest on past thought of best minds;
many of the theories as regards our
economic structure we cling to are
based on outmoded assumptions.
In a negative sort of way, closing
one's eyes1 to poverty and misery enables one unconsciously to justify his
conservatism to himself. While vaguely realizing that there is poverty, the
extent and actual causes of it are shut
°ut. It seems to me there is some slight
degree of this with most conservatives,
especially those who have lived for a
Period of years in comfortable circumstances, more or less isolated from personal contact with the less fortunate.
These are the real moti"°° for »»»iservatism as I see them. Of course
'here are an infinite number of gradations of each and probably a conJ
used combination of many of them in
m
°st conservatives. While I would
diminish the importance of the purely
selfish motives, I do feel that in many
cases they may bo responsible for an
Unconscious process of rationalization
w
hich, mixed with other motives, leads
to
conservatism. Certainly it is rarely
that the poor but intelligent worker is
conservative.
In concluding let me say that some
•ttay appear conservative because, while
actually approving changes which they
J*»sider the "right sort", they do not
believe the changes proposed by the
Resent "liberal" party are for the best.
j n admitting this to be the real motive
*Or some "conservatism" I realize thai
* am pointing out a loophole through
J^hich any conservative can escape. I
" a sten to add however, that I consider
'his the real motive in very few cases,

Future of Farming
By CHARLES M. SMITH

CHAPEL HILL, N.C., APRIL 15—
Before the House Agriculture Committee now is HR 4384, called the
Cooley Bill. This bill has attracted
little public attention, considering its
importance on the future of farming in
America.
The measure will abolish the Farm
Security Administration, and other
farm aid agencies, and merge certain of
their functions in a new agency to be
called the Farmers' Home Corporation.
The bill has raised questions that
must be answered before members of
Congress can vote intelligently on the
measure.
The bill should specify that rehabilitation of farm families is the aim
of the legislation; otherwise Congress
will have failed to recognize that the
working farm family, secure on the
land it tills, is necessary to the strength
and health of rural democracy and,
therefore, of all democracy.
Rural poverty has long been with us.
Overcrowded land, poor health, wornout soil, heavy debts, and shortage of
credit, low farm prices, and a bad tenure system—they were the result of
years of neglect by the Government to
the Nation's farm problems. The depression did not bring them on.
The small farmer in most cases is
handicapped by a lack of experience
in money management and how to buy.
He has no security with which to obtain credit through normal channels.
The Farm Security Administration,
created in 1937, has reached 1,600,000
families with one type or another of
assistance. 950,000 families who could
not obtain credit anywhere else have
repaid more than 93 per cent of maturities on their loans.
In addition, by mid-1943 some 33, 559
selected farm tenants and workers had
been loaned the full purchase price to
buy farms of their own. The group as
a whole has made payments far in
excess of what has come due. The FSA
includes not merely credit—but such
things as help in planning and carrying out sound farming operations, guidance in setting up neighborhood groups
to share use of machinery and purebred livestock which individual farmers could not afford, instruction to
farm wives in home canning, sewing
and other household duties necessary
for adequate family living, medical care
plans which FSA worked out between
the families and county medical societies so that doctors could get their
money and families could be encouraged to obtain medical services they
needed to farm and live successfully.
The FSA has accumulated a valuable body of administrative experience,
has added to the uderstanding of a
national problem, and should certainly
be in a position now to formulate sound
policy and adopt a program commensurate with the known needs. The days
of trial and error are over and the
agency has come to the point where it
can do its greatest good.
The Cooley bill now pending in the
House can result in just another agricultural credit agency being set up—
rr it can provide an adequate program
for dealing with the problem of rural
poverty in America.
—Condensed by Archer Torry.
-*-

University of Chicago
Offers Unique Plan
For Scholarships
CHICAGO, ILL.—(I.P.)—Some 200
high school students, including those
who still would have one or two years
of high school, gathered recently at the
University of Chicago to compete for
scholarships offered by the University
for its four-year College where college
education starts at the traditional junior high school grade.
The competition was unique in that
it marked the first tinie"Trr-tti<^i»i»<—^
of the University of Chicago when
competition for all scholarships was on
the basis of comprehensive tests for
determining the intellectual power and
ability of students rather than on what
they know in terms of facts.
This innovation is in line with the
philosophy of the so-called "Chicago
Plan," introduced at the University in
(Continued on page 7)
for the reason that many liberal reforms, opposed V>y most conservatives,
have rather obviously been for the
best. Although those who take this
attitude toward present day liberalism
are few indeed, it is from them that
liberals must look for most of the really intelligent and constructive criticism
of liberal policies.

Hate For Sale

Column
. . . for two guys who are supposed
to be les nez's on this old hill, we
had too many of our own irons in the
fire last weekend to cover the community like good hawkshaws . . . seems like
everybody is frettin' over the current
investigations which are conducted
thrice yearly by the powers that be,
and we're no exceptions . . . but like
that there arab who folded his tent
and stole quietly, we managed to be on
the in here and there. . . .
understand c e r t a i n factions are
dickering for a night class at clara's
every Saturday, just to make the mass
exodus official . . . can't understand
how that place can seat twenty people
and hold at least a thousand . . . reat,
grahl, and lyle flipped the bedcheck
gag on burgins, small, and chu lukken,
with the notion of taking over where
they left off . . . and goza tried to tell
us he was the only sober guy in the
crowd, from under his table . . . mcdonald draped adcock and exams in a
new shade of green in the cab on the
way home . . . hilzheim went to gather
material for a thesis and was carried
away by his subject. . . .
off the mountain . . . rufe hibbett
had such a frolic with one of the fort
oglethorpe alumnae—the bus driver
seemed to enjoy it, too . . . tut norvell
owes his girl a new outfit . . . patterson and ryan got fluffed by western
union and mixed their dates as a result
. . things must have really been
buzzin' in atlanta—moses and hawkins went to church with their dates
. . . johnny wilson missed the key hotel
raid strictly by accident . . . bama
owens and johnny burke trekked to
rome, ga., to take over the town . . .
w. c. douglas realized an ambition of
long standing and finally dated frankie
from Winchester . . .ted lewis has been
getting more phone calls from this babe
with the C card . . . terrell is looking
for new additions to his harem . . .
carson is still adither over betty, the
nurse . . . and mcclure is mad, simply
mad, over zada. . . .
We wonder WHEN . . . sly will stop
playing the classix and buy some hot
records for his phono-combo . . . coach
moore will start boosting stone for the
national amateur crown . . . torn martin
will stop fooling with the s. q. q. around
here . . . the theologs will sponsor a
horseshoe tourney . . . shelton will learn
the sound of his master's voice . . . jim
owens will open up his wild west show
. . . byrd institute proceedings against
the mcneill baseball pool co. for nonpayment of debts . . . winton will open
that laundry . . . marshall and martin
will learn that kitty is never serious . . .
sanford will getting his own dates. . . .
we wonder IF . . . we will pass math
. . . baker will ever stop his weekly
glass-eating act at hoffman—it's running into money buying windowpanes
and band-aids . . . patterson gets a
lift from his wine-and-dine snack every night . . . we will pass chemistry
. . . chavis enjoys sleeping in the gangway . . . lowrey will develop his fine
ideas on sax in a ranking ork when it's
all over... bill hough and elaine will
ever get back together again . . . we
will pass economix . . . hampton will
learn to call cadence . . . sunn buries
those scented letters to keep the hounds
away . . . abbo likes midwinters . . .
we will pass phyix. . . .
you probably wonder WHY . . .
somebody schedules calisthenix and instead we have a travelog most ayems
. . . you have to read trash like this
. . . we don't have a few juke dances
. . . ali baba and the forty thieves
moved into that building in back of the
cleaners on the street side . . . the
rangers don't play the yorktown again
and wipe their slate clean . • • this
column stinx so unreservedly. . . .
at the happy hour . . . one thing
reVjjll corley would win a mountain
popularity contest nands down after
Sunday's show . . . it was terrific, and
we eagerly await the next one . . .
gag of the vear was the one about
kerissey being issw><j . . . the cast performed admirably, consij^ rm g ^he fact
that they practiced so aro.c..Mv t jj e
night before in monteagle . . . rmn-v
tipple charmed every one of us . . . as
did maud muller and the chorus . . .
the band lived up to expectations in
doing a good job . . . stroup was on the
ball with his shutter at the critical
moments . . . a big backslap to the
principals once more. . . .

For years now the motion picture industry has been selling unaduterated
hate in one "war" picture after another. You all know; the type of picture
we refer to. This week in the Union Theatre, we have what appears to be a
bill of hate from Thursday clear through Monday, with the exception of Sunday.
The Purple Heart is a motion picture which portrays the unwarranted
atrocities practiced on our flyers by the Japanese. Described by one review
as "Hate for Sale", this picture promises to be the last word as far as Hollywood's brand of commercialized hatred! is concerned.
We are not prudes. We very frankly enjoy a joke on the shady (or worse)
side, on occasion, and appreciate Rita Hayworth's limbs (and such) as much
as anyone. But we do call ourselves Christians and even our Christian sensibilities, coarse though they are, are being rudely offended by the "hate"
motion pictures.
If there is one doctrine in Christianity which stands out above all others in
the Bible, and is nowhere hedged upon, or qualified in anyway, it is the
doctrine of love. This is clearly to be either accepted or rejected as it stands,
and if we reject it we reject Christianity. Obviously this implies an intellectual
love, and attitude of mind towards men rather than personal love in the sense
that we have it for a relative or friend. As one writer expressed it, it means
"a universal good will". Thus we are faced with two clear and inescapable
alternatives: either we apply this fundamental doctrine to our. enemies of this
war, or we forsake Christianity.
A certain amount of conservatively done "war pictures", dealing with Japanese
and German crimes, even if they deal only with the crimes and did not touch
the background would be justified as necessary to make clear to us the enemy
we are fighting. But this deluge of "hate" pictures flagrantly runs counter to
the doctrine of "universal good will" because they cruelly distort our perspective by presenting and emphasizing only one set of facts whereas several
sets go to make up the complete picture. Every detail of The Purple Heart
for example, may be true in itself but (if this picture lives up to its advance
notices it completely leaves out another set of facts which it is absolutely
necessary to include if a hate producing distortion is to be avoided.
Are there no Japanese-Americans who make splendid citizens and who are
fine people? Do they not spring fromj the same stock as the Japanese soldier
who represents, to us, all that is evil. If we admit this to be true we admit
that the Japanese is not inwtely bad. He is not born evil. The difference between the Japanese-American and our Japanese enemy is, of course, due to
the fact that the environment in each case is entirely different. The fault with
the Japanese, our enemy, is with the system; not the Japanese as a fellow
human being. And if we are to maintain a really true perspective we should
go further and ask—why the system?
In the motion picture Destination Tokyo", the captain of an American sub
speaks with his crew after a drowning Jap flyer treacherously stabbed in the
back thai American who sought to save him. The captain condemns the systern which produced him, not the Jap flyer as an individual. He goes on to
say that we must work for a peace in which Japanese children as well as pur
own will be given roller skates to play with, rather than a dagger.
Here is the attitude we want more of—and which is so rare in Hollwood.
The emphasis must be on the evils of the of the system, not on the evils of the
people considered in isolation from that system. A last important point:
This "hate" attitude is not only un-Christian, it is un-American, as an undercurrent of hate after the wan will make it all the more difficult to shape an
effecive peace.
By TED SANFORD, U.S.N.R.

Postwar Engineering
Planned At Columbia
Liberal Arts Will Be Stressed
In New Program

sonable rules as to content and coquence of program. We need to maintain some of this flexibility in post-wcr
years and to avoid freezing our educational offering."
How to counteract the two most important effects of war education,
stemming from the temporary abandon^
ment of the general education of the
engineer and the decline in graduate
instruction, will be particularly studied,
Professor Finch declared.
"Since, in addition to general educational values, the major recognized
objective of all the usual liberal arts
studies in programs is that of giving
the engineer some perspectve and undestanding of the relationships of his
profession to modern life, the established practice of our leading engineering schools of offering first the general
education and then the scientific studies
will be resumed.
"Furthermore, there will be a departure from too specialized training
in a limited field. It seems quite clear
that the future engineer, facing not
only a wealth of new materials and
many new techniques but a world of
accelerating change, must be more than
narrowly trained in one field and in
past traditions and empirical, handbook practices.
"We must revise our teaching, abandon sugar-coated pills of factual information, seek a thorough understanding of base principles, and the improvement of mental processes rqther than
training of the memory."
A simplification of the undergraduate
course, eliminating specialization and
purely descriptive matter, plus a year
or more of graduate study for specially
gifted students, will probably be typical of future^Uevelojwnonto in engineer,
ing education, Professor Finch added.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—(I.P.)—The postwar program of the School of Engineering of Columbia University is now
being planned by faculty members,
according to Professor James Kip
Finch, acting dean of the School.
Changes in the post-war engineering
curricula include adjustments in the
pre-war content of undergraduate studies, further development of graduate
instruction and research, and temporary
programs of undergraduate courses for
returning service men and industrial
workers.
Professor Finch points out that fundamental shifts have been made to date
to accommodate the Navy V-12 trainees. "Very few of the present accelerated wartime activities will be adapted
to our postwar needs. The immediate
and radical changes which our engineering schools have undertaken to
meet the necessities of war have r>°t
been adopted by choice and rrmst be
regarded as educationally retrogressive
and undesirable.
"There are those who feel that our
successful wartime acceleration of the
gineering program has demonstrated
the possibility of completing a college
education in less than four years. Yet
I know of ho school which believes
the acceleration of the engineering program to be educationally sound and
desirable.
"Its processes, to a major extent, TOquire time for digestion and assimilation, time for growth, which an accelerated program does not afford.
In 1941 the Bureau of Naval Person"The war has forced us to give up
some of our inflexible and often unrea- nel manned, an average of one ship
per day; in-1942 the number of ships
commissioned each day averaged 3.4,
L1
" r-urfew tolls the day of parting, in 1943 the average was 5.6, and in
nell;
1944 the estimate is that 11.7 ships per
we'd like to stay, out v,t,at the hell?
your old man plods his homeworJc day will be commissioned, not counting district craft such as oil barges and
way;
craft.
.>-,-*;•
he's got a shotgun, and that ain't small miscellaneous
1
* * * *
hay.
A new water injection device for
and now we dip into the idiot's
. . . see y'all at the dance, where giving Navy planes an extra burst of
garden of verse for this final, tender we'll be on hand with our lil* type- speed is now in ' combat use in the
i v
writer again. . . .•
P a c i f i c : 1 " '' :
. •
- ••"••'
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ditty:
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World Student Service
Fund Does Work For
Prisoners of War
S u p p l i e s , Books, Food, and
Clothing Sent to Students in
Europe and China
New developments in the military
picture are having great effects on the
problem of aid to student victims of
war, according to the World Student
Service Fund, student war relief agency
which is a participating service of the
National War Fund. Changes in the
situation of students are taking place
more rapidly now than in any of the
seven years of its existence, the WSSF
reports.
For example, heavy American bombings over Germany and German-occupied territory have resulted in the
report "missing in action" for thousands
of American military personnel. At
least 3,000 of these are now held as
prisoners of war in Germany. This
rapid increase in American prisoners
of war places a severe strain upon the
facilities of the European Student Relief Fund, the WSSF's administering
committee in Geneva, Switzerland, as it
endeavors to provide books and study
materials for the new prisoners. Cables
arrive in New York each week giving
, the names of textbooks which are
especially requested by American prisoners of war, and these orders are
shipped to Geneva as rapidly as possible. It is more important than ever
to have a large supply of general textbooks and recreational books in Geneva,
however. This supply is being provided
by students and faculties of American
colleges who have been having book
collections for the World Student Service Fund during the past three mcnths.
As a result, more than 6,000 books have
been sent in from the 50 institutions
whose collections are over. Thousands
more are expected. Most of the books
are beautifully cleaned, which facilitates their handling by the censors.
Sixty huge crates have left New York
for Geneva; some have already arrived
and the books are now in prison camps.
Another military action of great effect
on the progress of world student relief
has been the fighting in Italy. It has
caused 50,000 to 60,000 refugees to pour
out of Italy into Switzerland—Italians,
Greeks, Yugoslavs and escaped British
prisoners. The ESRF has been straining every facility to start college courses
in the internment camps for the Italians
of student age and interests. They
have also succeeded in helping the refugee students of other nationalities to
enroll in the Swiss universities. There,
studying under condtiions of real academic freedom, they are preparing
themeselves to aid in the great postwar
tasks of the countries to which they
belong.

What Mean These Things
(Continued from page 2)
The second cornerstone is tolerance.
Not the foolish kind of tolerance which
says "it doesn't matter to me what the
other fellow believes". It obviously
dees matter very much what the Nazis
and Fascists believe. This is a new
tolerance—modern if you will. We are
dependent upon one another today and
it is therefore essential that people
should not let other people down. They
often do. Now here is the new tolerance. In spite of being let down by
other people I will never let other people down. I will make myself as r e liable as possible. I will understand
the other man's motives and try to put
myself in his place. This tolerance is
reliability and is a matter of personal
relationship. It is no contract, but a
matter of the heart which signs no
documents. It is based on knowledge
and experience of the past and preparation for the future.

Religious Activities
Being Organized On
Campus At Minnesota
Many Students and Service Men
Take Part In Wide Program

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE THIRD SEMESTER, 1943-44
Bible 1 (Hall)

....Friday, June 16

Bible 3 (Hall)

Thursday, June 22

9:00 a.m.

Biology 3 (McCrady)

Wednesday, June 21

2:00 p.m.

Botany 1 (Cheston)

_

Chemistry IA (Davis)
Chemistry IB (Davis)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—(I.P.)—Re- Chemistry II (Davis)
ligious activities of students on the Chemistry II (Org.) (Davis)
University of Minnesota campus, and Chemistry III (Davis)
work on behalf of students by organized religious groups, is far greater than Drawing IA (Gailor)
the general public has realized, Presi- Drawing IB (Lewis)
dent Walter C. Coffey was informed in Drawing IC (Gailor)
the first annual report of the coordi- Drawing ID (Cheston)
nator of student religious activities, J. Drawing IE (Gailor)
Drawing IIA (Cheston)
Benjamin Schmoker.
Schmoker, who is also secretary of Drawing IIB (Cheston)
the University branch YMCA, was Economics 1 (Kayden)
made coordinator on a part-time basis Economics 2 (Thorogood)
a year ago to help all religious groups Economics 4 (Kayden)
in their work with students and to Economics 6 (Kayden)
study means of making religion a more Economics 7 (Thorogood)
positive force in student life.
Economics 8 (Thorogood)
Principal conclusion of his first year's
English IA (Moore)
study is that not religious instruction
English IB (Martin)__.
but greater effort to help improve the
English IC (Moore)
methods of religious organization, raise
English ID (Moore)
the amount of participation in such
English IIA (Long)
activities and to integrate them with
English IIB (Moore)
the campus counseling program are the
English IIC (Moore) . . . .
ways in which most progress can be
English 3A (Long)
made.
English 3B (Long)
The report points out that two gen- English 5A (Long)
eral organizations are at work, the English 5B (Martin)
Council of Religions, made up of tho English 7 (Martin)
representative pastors of all denomina- English 19 (Moore)
tional groups at work at the University, English 30 (Long)
and the Student Council of Religions.
Voluntary religious census cards ar^ French 2 (Baker)
taken of all freshmen and entering French 3 (Martin)
transfer students. The reports showed, French 5 (Buck)

"It must have been those War Bonds I ate last night."

Physics
Physics
Physics
Physics
Physics
Physics

....Saturday, June 17 __

..9:00 a.m.

Tuesday, June 20
Wednesday, June 21
Saturday, June 17
Friday, June 16
Tuesday, June 20
Tuesday, June 20
Tuesday, June 20
Tuesday, June 20
Tuesday, June 20
Tuesday, June 20 .
Monday, June 19
Friday, June 16

Too many people today—particularly
educated people—catalogue life rather
than experience it. They read all about
good things and bad things but never
do or see either. They fail to identify
themselves with humanity and never
have the warm fire of sympathy in
their hearts. There is another cornerstone of safe freedom—sympathy. Here
again this is a new kind of sympathy.
It is rejoicing with those who rejoice
as well as weeping with those who
weep. This sympathy is the warm pulsing heart of Jesus who saw and sympathized with not only the long lives
of men out of work but also the children playing in the streets of Jerusalem.
This sympathy is the understanding of
nature and human nature which Jesus
has not only toward the beggar Lazarus but also for the rich young ruler jlso, that a considerable number stated German 1 (Baker)
no preference. These were given a German 3 (Baker)
whom he looked on and loved.
chance to ask a church contact and oi German 5 (Baker)
Today the religious organizations of ib?m 42 were interviewed e»nd 27 beGreek 1 (Gass)
the world have little or no authority came related to a group.
Greek 4 (Gass)
but the individuals who make up those
All religious groups except the Sy- Greek 11 (Gass)
organizations may still exert much in- nodical Lutheran, Catholic and Hillel
fluence through a personality which organizations have Sunday evening ser- History 1 (Ware)
has lifted up its heart in worship. Yes, vices. The first two mentioned have History 5 (Ware)
worship is an essential cornerstone for Punday morning services in the chapel History 7 (Ware)
the house of freedom, for worship is of the Center for Continuation Study.
History IA (Buck)
tho renewal of Faith. Men who truly
History
IB (Buck)
Existence of the chapel in the Conworship God—open their minds and
tinuation Center has been a real stimu- History IC (Buck)
hearts to the Love of God—such men
lus to religious meetings on the campur History ID (Buck)
do not need authority; they use inSchmoker said.
Weekday religious History IIA (Buck)
fluence. The leaders of the Axis Powmeetings also are encouraged, and many History IIB (Buck)
ers acted with authority and created a
History IIIA (Gass)
desert of uniformity around themselves. groups hold them. A united meeting, History IIIB (Gass)
That desert of uniformity is rapidly with a visiting speaker, is also being
becoming a pool of blood. Christians developed as an annual event. There Mathematics O (Moore)
who worship create an casis of life are also four united study commissions, Mathematics IA (Sowder)
around them. That oasis of influence, examining post-war planning, Jap- Mathematics IB (Yerkes)
fed by worship, usually becomes a veri- anese-American relations, ethnic mi- Mathematics IC (MacKellar)
table fountain of youth at which the norities and World student religious Mathematics ID (Bruton)
Mathematics IIA (Sowder)
world may drink her fill of tolerance movements.
and sympathy, never fearing a shortA special program of religious activi- Mathematics IIB (Sowder)
age of the water of life. Not by breed- ties for the more than 4,000 service men Mathematics IIC (Yeardley)
ing a superior race, not by the scientific on the two campuses of the university Mathematics IIIA (Yeardley)
attitude, not by any particular politi- has been re-emphasized. Church at- Mathematics IIIB (Sowder)
cal program, nor yet by any particular tendance by these men runs from 700 Mathematics IV (Yeardley)
denomination of Christianity will we to 800 a week. Hospital visits, con- Mathematics 3A (Bruton)
conquer force; but by distributing the tacts with parents of soldiers and sail- Mathematics 3B (Yeardley)
native goodness of men through per- ors, special services for a unit that was Mathematics 4 (Bruton)
sonal force we may gain time to ex- in quarantine and the like are in the Mathematics 5 (Jervey)
plore the universe and set our mark military phase of the work.
Mathematics 6 (Bruton)
worthily upon it.
Space for religious meetings is a Music 1 (McConnell)
problem, Schmoker said in his report. Music 3 (McConnell)
The rooms of the YMCA and the ConNav. Org. IA
China, is doing everything in its power tinuation chapel are now available.
He pointed out that the work is Nav. Org. IB
to aid students with food subsidies,
Nav. Org. IC
grants for clothing, book, etc. Most more than a part-time man with prinNav. Org. II
appreciated of all are its general ser- cipal duties elsewhere can do justice
vices such as the provision of cheap to. In the University of Minnesota ad- Navigation IA (Jervey)
breakfasts when the university serves ministrative set-up the religious coun- Navigation IB (Jervey)
only two meals a day, bathing facili- cils come under the supervision of the Navigation IC (Jervey)
ties, reading rooms, etc.
dean of students.
Navigation II (Jervey)
The World Student Service Fund
Work of the coordinator also includes
has expressed its appreciation, on be- distribution of the religious census Philosophy 1 (McDonald) ___
half of students in Chin?, and Europe cards to the campus pastors of the Philosophy 7 (McDonald)
who have been helped, for the splendid several denominations and visitations
Physics IA (Mullikin)
way in which American college stu- to students by denominational groups
Physics IB (Mullikin)
__
dents aro standing by their colleagues. and the like.
Physics IC (Petry)

There are still refugee students in
France who can be helped by the local
French committees of the European
Student Relief Fund. A report from
Geneva received by the WSSF in New
York on May 8th describes the type
of student who are helped:
"Two Hungarian students of Jewish
origin are completing their sixth year
in Medicine at the University of M
.
They live only on the 700 francs which
we can give them. From time to time
they find work at the hospital but it
is difficult for them, for foreigners are
generally not permitted to do any renunerative work. They live together
in a small, unheated room and only
possess a small cotton blanket on their
bed. Their clothes are in rags and It
is doubtful whether they will last another winter. One of these students
was able to earn 350 francs by giving
a number of injections. With this sum
Family allowance benefits to naval
Known prison camps which may conhe bought a pair of wooden shoes to
replace his onty worn-out pair. How- personnel, not including tKo Marine tain Americans number somewhere near
150, located principally in Germany
ever, the wooden soles made such a Corps and Coast Guard, now run
and Japan.
noise in the hospital that the doctor than $50,000,000 a month.
in change forbade him to wear them.
The only thing left for the young student to do was to cover his shoes with
old woolen socks. You can imagine
his mortification and distress when he
was laughed at by the patip™*o and
ko=Pitci orderlies, ivut what elese could
he do?"
The plight of students in China is
comparable to that of the refugee
students of Europe, as far as material
needs are concerned. Many of them are
in desperate straints for food, with the
cost of living doubling every three
months. The new "Join the Army
Movement" among students is attracting hundreds who see in army service
a chance at decent food and clothing
as well as a chance to serve their
country in a more adventurous way
/ t f ^ r "-~~-~"( wy - ,i|i7
than in continuing their studies. The
/
Navy War Bond Cartoon Service.
National Student Relief Committee, the
WSSF's administering committee in

2:00 p. m .

ID (Petry)
IIA (McCrady)
IIB (McCrady)
IIC (McCrady)
8A (Petry)
8B (Petry)

.
.

Tuesday, June 20
Tuesday, June 20 _ - .
Thursday, June 22
Friday, June 16
Monday, June 19
Wednesday, June 21
.Friday, June 16
Saturday, June 17
Wednesday, June 21,
Tuesday, June 20
Saturday, June 17 —
Thursday, June 22
Saturday, June 17
Monday, June 19
Tuesday, June 20
Tuesday, June 20
Tuesday, June 20
Monday, June 19
Wednesday, June 21
Wednesday, June 21
Monday, June 19
Friday, June 16
To be arranged
Friday, June 16
Saturday, June 17
To be arranged
Monday, June 19
Monday, June 19
Monday, June 19
Monday, June 19
Wednesday, June 21
Thursday, June 22
Saturday, June 17
Saturday, June 17
Saturday, June 17
Saturday, June 17
Saturday, June 17
Saturday, June 17
Wednesday, June 21
Tuesday, June 20
Friday, June 16
Friday, June 16
Friday, June 16
...Friday, June 16
Friday, June 16
Friday, June 16
Friday, June 16
Friday, June 16
Friday, June 16
Friday, June 16
Friday, June 16
Friday, June 16
Friday, June 16
Friday, June 16
Tuesday, June 20
Friday, June 16
Saturday, June 17 . . .
.Friday, June 16 _ .

a.m
a.m.
a.m!
a.m
a.m!
p.m!
p.m!

2:00
9:00
9:00
2:00
2:00
9:00

p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m
a.m.

2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m!
2:00 p.m!
_.2:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m!
__2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m!
2:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
-2:00 p.m.
__.9:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
2:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
2:00
2:00

p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
2:00
9:00

a.m.
a.m.
ajn.
a.m.
ajn.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
ajn.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
ajn.
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.

9:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.

Saturday, June 17
Monday, June 19
Thursday, June 22
Wednesday, June 21

2:00
2:00
9:00
9:00

Wednesday, June 21
Wednesday, June 21

2:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.

Monday,
Monday,
Monday,
Monday,
Monday,
Monday,
Mo^av.
Monday,
Monday,

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
ajn.

19
9:00 a.m.
19
9:00 a.m.
19
9:00 a.m.
19 .
__9:00 a.m.
19
9:00 a.m.
19
9:00 a.m.
19
__ ..9:00 a.m.
19 IIIIII__II__9:00 a.m.
19
9:00 a.m.

Politics 1 (Thcrogoodl^^^
Politics 9 (Thorogood)

-Wednesday, June 21 _
-Thursday, June 22
Saturday, June 17
Monday, June 19 .
Wednesdar, June 21
j

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
.2:00
2:00

2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.

-Saturday, June 17
-Thursday, June 22

Spanish 1 (Lewis)
Spanish 3 (Lewis)
Spanish 5 (Lewis)

p.m.
p.m
a.m.
a.m.
a.m

Tuesday, June 20
Friday, June 16
Thursday, June 22
Monday, June 19

Psychology 1 (McDonald)
Psychology 10 n^-i>«/iiaid)

Pub. Speaking 1 (MacKellar)
Pub. Speaking 3 (MacKellar)
Pub. Speaking 5 (MacKellar)

.

2:00
2:00
9:00
9:00
9:00

Friday, June 16
.Saturday, June 17
---Wednesday, June 21 . .

2:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
..2:00 V-m'
9:00 a.m.
2 00 p.m.
200 p.m.
9:00 a.m200p.m.
200 p.m..2:00 p.m-

1. No changes in the Schedule are to be made without the consent of the
Dean.
2. In courses with more than one section, students must take their examination with their own section. No changes are allowed except in cases of conflict with other course examinations.
3. There will be a few conflcts in the case of Economics 2 English 3B,
Chemistry 2 (Gteneral), Chemistry 2 (Organic) Greek 11, and Music 1.
These conflicts will be adjusted by the Dean and the Professor concerned.
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Sewanee Soft Ball
Club Defeats Forrest
Bailey and McClain Pitch a 6-0
Defeat in First Two Innings
The Sewanee All-Stars defeated one
of the leading Camp Forrest Softball
teams here Saturday, May 27, 6-0 behind the brilliant pitching of B. I. Bailey and Bill McClain. A return engagement is scheduled for June 10 at Sewanee.
The All-Stars went ahead in the second inning when Brummit walked, stole
second, and scored on Tourigney's infield out. They put the game on ice
the next inning by scoring five runs.
Marshall lead off with the first Sewanee hit and advanced to second on
Bailey's walk. Williams then singled
to center scoring Marshall and Bailey
came home on Kyle's squeeze play.
Kelly got a life on an error, scoring
Williams, and crossed the plate on
Lawson error. Kinnamon scored a few
minutes later on Brummit's fly to center.
These two innings constituted all
the scoring for both teams. It was the
pitching for the first five innings and
McClain for the last four that held the
Camp Forrest team at bay. McClain
allowed no hits, struck out four in his
turn and Bailey was nicked for four
hits1, while striking out four. Neither
pitcher walked a man.
Camp Forrest fielding a strong team
and with a little practice should make
the next game a real contest.
Camp Forrest
Sewanee
Progar—cf
Williams—2b
Stanins—If
Kyle—sf
Twomey—3b
Kelly—c
Kinnamon—lb
Weiner—2b
Brummit—cf
Losey—c
Streicher-^lf
O'Brein—sf
Tourigney—rf
Lawson—lb
Lukken—3b
Bailey—rf
Marshall—ss
Maloblocki—ss
Karst and Trew—p Bailey and McClain—p
Subs:
Reed—sf
| Lawson—If
| Lyle—rf
R
H
Camp Forrest
0
4
Sewanee
6
5

Ed Bennett Is Star
Track Man At Duke
Sewanee Alumnus in Marines
May be High Point Man on
Duke Team
The following clipping about Edwin
L. Bennett was brought to our attention recently. Ed was a student here
in the University in 1942. He is now
in the V-12 USMC Program at Duke
University. Ed was a track letterman
at the Central High School in Memphis
and was also on the track team here.
After leaving Sewanee, Ed went first
to Emory University, from which he
was transferred to Duke. He will complete his program there on July 1, and
will go to Parris Island for boot training. Later he will take his officer's
training at Quantico.
"Coach Bob Chambers began reorganizing his track team yesterday, preparing for the big triangular meet—
Duke-Pre-Flight-Navy—which will be
held in the Duke Stadium this Saturday afternoon. This will be the biggest track affair in the South this season.
"Changes in the team will be drastic,
for Wright Hollingsworth, top scorer in
the first t w o meets, has been transferred to Parris Island's officer's candidate school Although it isn't definite
who will replace Hollingsworth, it is
expected that Edwin Bennett will fill
•he spot.
"A Marine from the University of
•he South, Bennett is a track letterman.
Ha made a trip this past week-end to
•he Perm Relays and made a good
showing. However, Coach Chambers
Sa
id that he was trying several other
boys for the vacated spot.
"Bennett may be the man for this
vitsi spot; his record speaks well. He
« 20 years old, weighs 165 pounds, and
is five-ten. In high school (Memphis,
ienn.) he won two letters in track and
Wo
in football. In college he has
arned one in track and one in footnail.
He was the Western District hures champion while in high school.
7* was also on the State champion"ftlP track team."
#

Behind The Scenes
By

Intramural Golf is
Now Well Advanced

CHUCK ANDERSON

Stone Moves Into the Finals After Defeating Abies; Bailey
Is Runner-up
There is no doubt about it—golf is a
grand game. When it comes to giving
satisfaction, enjoyment, and relaxation
a good round of golf is hard to beat.
Of course, there are a few who say it
merely makes young men tired and old
men thirsty, but the person who expresses such an opinion is probably one
who played golf every day, for a week
and didn't once bre,ak a hundred. As
said, for satisfaction, enjoyment, and relaxation a good round of golf is hard to
beat. This brings up the question, just
what is a "good" round of golf? Some
will say it means you shot the best
score in your foresome, that you won
a dime from Joe, maybe you even shot
the best score of your life, perhaps a
hole in one . . . that when you walked
in the door and said to the wife, "I shot
a 75 today, dear", she didn't put on one
of those most understanding looks and
ask when you are going back to play
the second nine. But stop now for a
minute. Remember how you shot into
the players in the next foresome all
the way around and to make matters
even worse, never bothered to yell,
"Fore". It would have been so easy to
wait until they were out of range. You
were always hitting the Wrong ball Was
it tco much trouble to make sure it
was yours before you hit it? And remember the time you skipped from the
first hole to the fifth? You bothered the
devil out of the players on the second
tee by dashing out in front of them like
you did without looking one way or the
ether not to mention how you jammed
up the play of half a dozen foursomes
behind you. You shot out of turn consistantly. You repeatedly stood so that
your shadow bothered Jce when he was
trying to put. That was certainly not
a "good" round of golf. Being a good
golfer is just like being a good citizen
—you have to give the other fellow a
break. Evidently, you have never heard
of GOLF ETIQUETTE—a few simple
rules that make golf a gentleman's
game.
Talk of the invasion of Germany
brings to mind my favorite story of
sportsmanshp on the tennis court. In
the early thirties two terrific Yanks,
Don Budge and Gene Mako, were
storming Germany in quest of the Golden Grail of tennis, the Davis Cup.
This particular match had claimed the
attention of the entire world. It was
the deciding match of the series bringing together Ameica's best and Europe's
best in the persons of Budge and Mako
against Baron Gottfried von Cram and
Henner Henkel. The best three out of
five seta match was bitterly fought all
the way. After nearly two hours of
terrific tennis the score stood two sets
apiece and five all in the deciding set.
With the score 40-30 in favor of Germany one of the American team hit
a drive over von Cram's head out of
bounds and the scorer called out, "Point
and game to Germany who leads now
six games to five". Von Cram walked
over to the referee and said a few quiet
words and returned to his position. A
few seconds later a voice bawled over
the loud speakers, "Correction, please.
Baron von Cram touched the ball in
bounds and the point goes to Mr. Budge
and Mr. Mako." A gesture of sportsmanship that cost Germany the match.
Baron von Cram was indeed an ambassador of good will on his frequpnt
visits to the United States. He was a
tremendous favorite with the tennis
fans and newspaper men. He always
had a big smile and a thanks for autograph hounds and photographers. Baron
von Cram was one of the first to be
placed in a concentration camp when
Hitler came into power.

The

Paths

Drop the plow that breaks the sod.
Turn not the thin turf binding to the
book
Of loam hid mysteries of God.
Dig toes into the earth like roots of
trees,
But sterile, lifeless feels the ground
That feeds the green of spring on autumn leaves.
When patchwork harvest fields abound
In ripened fruits which helper's hand
receives,
Go stupid, blindly eat the grain,
For earth in fertile soil conceives again.
Then curse the five—the keys socalled—
That turn no lock to rising sap in
spring,
But knowledge of its presents bring
The Pacific Division of the Naval Air To man who finds in man its meaning
ransport Service is now flying 32,000
walled.
a week.
NEELY GRANT, Jr.

At this writing, as the intramural
golf tournament enters its final stage,
the crack Purple varsity appear to have
things well in hand, as Stone, Abies,
and Johnson have made their way into
the semi-finals, with Stone going on to
the finals with a victory over Abies.
Stone drew a bye the first round and
beat Brumit to advance to the semis,
while Abies defeated Lowrey and
Schulein to get to the same bracket.
In the lower bracket Johnson has advanced to the semis by beating Gonterman, who in turn boasts a win over
Shelton in the first round. In the
other half of the bracket it's Dean
Bailey against Locke, winner playing
Johnson in the next round. Bailey defeated McDonell, J. W., in the first
pairing and Locke beat Anderson by
default.
If things go true to form it will be
the steady Stone against his teammate and frequent competitor, Dean
Bailey in the final round. However,
few games are as uncertain as golf, so
it is within' the realm of possibility that
another tee-jumper may enter the coveted championship circle. At any rate,
the last pairings should show some real
matches of well-played golf.
:
*

The Seminarian

Intramural Tennis
Stone Wins Belle
Tournament has Begun Meade Invitation
McLeod Leads in Singles, And- Golf Tournament
erson and Shelton In Doubles
Most of the favored players advanced
as predicted in the first rounds of the
tennis tournament and the matches are
getting harder as the final pairings
approach. Both singles and doubles
have a good field entered.
In the singles, Clyde McLeod has
blasted his way through two rounds of
unusually tough opposition to enter
the quarterfinals. He beat Riley 6-4,
6-2 in the first match and Chiles 2-6,
6-2, 6-0 in the second.
Spearman and Marshall are the only
two others to have won more than one
match as this is written, with the former having wins over McDonnell, J. W.,
6-4, 6-4, and Orr, 6-2, 5-7, 6-3. Marshall beat Lowrey 6-0, 6-1, after winning over Burke by default.
Other matches: Shelton beat Tator
6-1, 6-0; Goldstein over Forsythe 6-2,
6-0; Hawkins over Morton 6-4, 6-3;
Hankins over Gammon 6-2, 6-3; Brunr.mit over Warner 8-6, 9-7; Small over
Kyle forfeit; Bubis over Wintcn 6-0,
6-0; Lowrey over Moses 6-0, 4-6, 6-2;
Chiles over Cohen 6-0, 6-1; Orr over
Winford 6-2, 6-2; Collier over Chilton
6-4, 6-0; Mindlin over Reat 8-6, 6-4;
Andersen over Dark 6-0, 6-0.
In the doubles the powerful Anderson-Shelton combine routed a hapless
Tator-Forsythe team 6-0, 6-1 to advance. Also moving up formidably
was the Collier-McLeod twosome with
a 6-1, 6-2 win over Locke and Strader.
The ship's company representation,
Gatling-Corley, blasted Auer-Smythe
6-0, 6-0, to give warning to their next
opponents. Cate and Mindlin beat Lyle
and Orr in a thriller, 8-6, 4-6, 6-4.
Dark and Moses defeated Chiles and
Rodgers, 6-3, 6-3, and Brummit and
Small won over Hankins and Highfill,
6-1, 6-0.

With semester examination flying low
over St. Luke's the inmates are staying pretty much at home these days.
Looming hopefully beyond is the short
summer vacation that begins on Saturday, June 3, and extends until the seminary convenes again on the first of
July.
Some slight activity took place last
Saturday evening in the second entry
when the Junior Class threw a small
party for Dr. Richard Honig, and Wiliam Garnett, who are leaving St. Luke's
at the end of this semester. Dr. Honig
has been guest lecturer in Church His- Four Theologs Eligible for Naval
tory and Greek for the past year, and
Training as Chaplains
will spend the summer in the East.
Mr. Garnett, a member of the Junior
DURHAM, N. C— (I.P.)—Four Duke
Class, will enter Episcopal Theological
School, Cambridge, Mass., the U. S. Divinity School students are wearing
naval midshipman's uniforms after beNavy Chaplains' Training School.
ing accepted in the Navy V-12 pro* •
* *
gram for theological students.
Recent guest of the Mountain is Dr.
These men have been selected from
John S. Marshall, chairman of the | applicants of all denominations all over
philosophy department at Albion Col- the nation. Applicants had to be aplege, Albion, Michigan, who is visiting proved by both the navy and the appliMr. T. S. Long.
cant's denominational board. Quotas
Dr. Marshall is no stranger to Sewa- were limited, and each denomination
nee, having spent considerable time was allowed only a certain number of
here in the past. His special interest trainees.
in Theology first brought him to the
Applicants were judged on the basis
Mountain to collect the hitherto un- of scholarship, physical condition, menpublished works of Dr. DuBose, Sewa- tal aptitude and appearance. No waivnee's great theologian. The bulk of ers were granted on the physical exthis material was either damaged badly amination.
or completely destroyeyd by the DuStudents accepted in the program
Bose fire in the Fall of 1939, but it is
possible that sometime in the future among the seminarians is due in a large
enough material will be discovered to part to his interest in the work being
make a new publication on this great done here in relation to "old Sewanee"
Sewanee churchman possible.
as well as to other Theological SemiDr. Marshall's popularity in Sewanee naries.

Divinity Students At
Duke Enter V-12

Favorite for the State Match to
Be Held later This Month
Albert Stone, V-12 student from
Jackson, Tennessee, won the annual
Belle Meade Invitation golf tournament
in Nashville on Saturday, May 27. We
are not only proud of our representative winning the meet but also feel
that his win strengthens Nashville's
opinion of our team. Most of the golf
fans of the Mountain have realized that
there were several greats among them
this Spring. Stone's victory therefore
came as no surprise.
Stone won the tournament the hard
way, but after sinking his last putt
there was no doubt left as to who the
best golfer was. He finished three
strokes better than the rest on the field.
Before play started, Albert was ranked
among the three favorites. The other
were A. C. McManus of Belle Meade
and Elmer Prieskorn, redheaded Richland divcter. Stone went two over par
on his first round shooting a 36-37—73.
Though this was good enough to put
him in second place, he still was four
shots behind Prieskorn, who had a brilliant 69. In spite of the odds against
him, Albert came back well. He shot
a beautiful, sub-par 70, matching a par
on the front nine, a nemesis to him in
last year's State Tourney, with 36 on
the back side. Meanwhile Prieskorn
blew to a 77.
Finishing sixth in the field was Dean
Bailey, number two man on the Tiger
golf team.
Stone's win places him among the
favorite to win the State tournament,
which is to be held later on this month.
It should be noted that Albert had
played very little golf this spring, with
no practice on grass greens. Also the
opposition was better acquainted with
the course. Therefore we should appreciate Stone's victory all the more.
Stone's win only goes to prove the
old axiom that practice makes perfect.
When someone asked if he ever played
much golf, he replied that every morning during the summer he could be
found or the first tee and that he
wouldn't come in until dark.
will continue their studies as prescribed by the school which they attend.
The Navy will furnish uniforms and
expenses, but the curriculum will be
entirely in the hands of the theological
school. Trainees will attend summer
and winter sessions of school in order
to be graduated earlier than normally.
Upon graduation, they will receive
commissions as lieutenants junior
grade.
This program has been set up by the
navy to provide a steady supply of
chaplains for the naval forces during
this war. Undergraduates who are in
the regular V-12 program may apply
for pre-theological training, and if accepted, will transfer to pre-theological
training in their sophomore year. When
they receive their A.B. degrees, they
will be sent to any theological school
they may choose, provided the school
is cooperating with the navy in this
program. Students already in theological school may also apply.

INTRODUCING--"GUNDAR HAAG" MIDDLETON,

TV Boy with th' Six Foot Stride
FASTER, FASTER,
PON'T Xft KNOW
VOICE f

Ll'L BOYS,'

THERE GOES OOC(
BUT WHERE'S TH'
REST OF
INN?
W>N'T HE KNOW
THEY'RE NOT
IN SIGHT ?

JOHNSON

Boys

ALONG HERE
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f
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or capacity figures and have nothing
to do with displacement.
In speaking of the Liberty he omitted
one fact: that it is the longest and
slenderest in hull design of any of the
Commission ships, and has the most
gosh-awful roll of any ship afloat. I
"There is no real friendship until one
A distinguished American writer has still have scars from being pitched
can say 'Do you remember?'" (Mrs. criticized what he calls "purely in- across the focsle and the wheelhouse
Jervey).
spirational teaching". Such teaching, in a blow.
• * •
he contends, makes the Liberal Arts
ARCHER TORRY.
Sometimes when we meet an old seem "phoney". And he adds, bitingly
friend after a long absence we areenought, that professors who indulge
astonished to find that identity could in this sort of teaching really wanted
to be preachers or actors—but simply
be so ephemeral.
weren't good enough! The mediocre
• * •
Young people always expect to find teacher, I must confess, is often tempted TARAWA. By Robert Sherrod. Duell,
to appropriate, to identify with himself,
Sloan and Pearce, Inc. 1944. New
older people at home.
the high seriousness and the high moral
York.
• • •
When they try to imitate methods values of his subject. And he is fur- Robert Sherrod, in his new book enbetter adapted to other parts of the ther tempted to substitute, in a horta- titled Tarawa, presents an amazing new
country, Southerners are not always tory manner, the statement of these insight of the true facts in this war to
successful; especially is this so when values, or conclusions, for the more those of us who have had nothing on
they endeavour to frame breezy and difficult task of teaching. Although it which to base our opinions other than
effective slogans. Not many years ago cannot be denied that this is the teach- the "sugar-coated" battle front comthe astonished tourist saw everywhere er's surest way of reaching the lazy muniques.
in Georgia the boastful slogan: "It's and the dull, the good student who is Mr. Sherrod, a correspondent for
Great to be a Georgian!" The delirium subjected to this sort of thing becomes, Time, Inc., gives us a fine job of rewhich this slogan excited in the popu- after a time, quite bored. And when porting on ths battle. He does not atulace, in spite of obvious conditions in the teacher substitutes exhortation for tempt to interpret matters of technical
that State, caused the more intelligent exegesis, or explication de texte, the military strategy as he sees them, as
Georgians to exclaim in despair: "It student, we may be sure, will substitute so many others who were actually ungrates to be a Georgian!" And a town something for work, such as a facile qualified have done, but on matters of
in Mississippi, I am told, or perhaps and enthusiastic acceptance of the noble this nature he quotes men of high authe State itself, once adorned its motor ideals expounded by his teacher. But, thority. Added to this fine account of
licences with this threatening ideal: as someone has said, the gifts of the the strategy of the battle, there is a
"For a Bigger and Better State". The spirit are never to be had at second vivid description beginning with the
Apostle of Progress who thought that hand; what is not related to our ownproblems of preparation and movement
one up came out of his trance when growth will not stick. Only the student of troops through the landing and acletters began to arrive from Alabama, who works through the subject himself, tual waging of the battle. All of us
Louisiana, Tennessee and Arkansas, assisted, not hypnotized, will achieve have read of the landing operaton and
suggesting that Mississippi concentrate self-knowledge and the power to inter- how the landing barges were hung up
on the better, and forget about the pret experience. The low esteem in on the coral reefs forcing the Marines
which many Liberal Arts colleges are to wade the rest of the way to the
bigger.
now held throws some light on this beach under intensive machine-gun
• * •
subject—as does the lack of confidence fire. The author shared this agonising,
Already I have seen displayed in a shown by the colleges themselves.
awful experience and gives us an imMemphis bookshop a book entitled The
pression of his emotions so accurate
* • •
Decline and Fall of the British Empire.
The book is "premature", as we say, It m a k e s considerable difference that it isn't difficultl to imagine being
but the sight of it evoked old prophecies whether one's antonym for ignorance in that terrifying, hellish water yourself. Hundreds of gallant Marines were
and curious quirks of history. I thought is wisdom, knowledge, or scholarship.
killed and maimed before reaching the
of Macaulay, who diverted his con• • •
temporaries by telling of the New When the Germans and Japanese beach. But this was only the beginZealander who might some day take surrender, then the struggle will take ning. The account that follows makes
his stand on a broken arch of London a new shape. Isolationism will again All Quiet on the Western Front seem
Bridge, and, in the midst of a vast rear its head, furtively at first, then like kid stuff in comparison.
solitude, sketch the ruins of St. Paul's. boldly. Anti-British, anti-Russian and
Sherrod does more than give an acAnd suddenly I remembered a question pro-German elements, mum and silent
put to me with some pride by a young now, will no longer be afraid to speak count of the most horrible warfare
Memphian at Sewanee: "Did you know, out. They will exploit and magnify man has ever seen. He attempts to
Sir, there used to be a Memphis in every mistake; they will appeal to ev- show why we, as a whole, were so
totally unprepared for war from a psyery prejudice, forgotten but latent; they chological standpoint; why we couldn't
Egypt?"
will incite to new fears. The men who (and still can't) become adjusted to the
• * *
Dr. Johnson, we are told, always attempt to establish some sort of inter- reality of thousands of men having to
"talked for victory", and such was the national organization to insure peace die to achieve victory. The fighting
power of his mind that he usually got and prevent aggression will by them men themselves cannot adjust themit. But his victories were mainly the be denounced as "un-American", or selves to the idea that they are being
triumph of the intellect or of common branded as "idealists". At that time called on to die. But they are learnsense. Altohugh he was certainly on it may help us to remember a great ing.
the side of morality, convention and man's illuminating remark: All men
While in the combat zone, it is indecorum, Dr. Johnson would have dis- are idealists, but they have different
dained to prove his moral superiority ideals. And if the Isolationist ideal conceivable to think that there could
by his conversation. There is nothing triumphs, if we lose the peace, it will possibly be an ignorance of the terrible
so tedious, or perhaps so amusing, as be time to take seriously the Newexperiences that our fighting men are
the man who assumes a moral super- Yorker's recent cartoon in which one undergoing. I received one of the
iority merely through argument and man asks another, "What are you going greatest shocks of my life upon my r e turn to the States. I couldn't underto do between wars?"
opinion.
stand how it was possible that there
were people enjoying a new prosperity
seaman. We of the N.M.U. are proud and to a certain degree leading a norto say that Carse is one of our bro-mal peacetime existence, seemingly unthers. He says things we didn't think aware of the incalculable suffering that
could get into print by keeping his their fighting men were enduring for
mouth shut about other things we know them. Sherrod makes this point in a
about, and we appreciate what he hasmuch clearer manner than I.
LIFELINE; the Ships and Men of • our done for us.
For those with weak stomachs and
Merchant Marine at War. By Robert
Of particular interest to the Navy
Carse, New York, 1943. 189 pp. 51man are the passages on the life of minds that wish to ignore the truth in
this great struggle, this is no book to
photographs.
seamen, where the unique kind of dis- read. If you wish to get an authentic
I woke up fighting Nazis last night cipline "which can be taught from no picture of what is really happening and
and resolved never again to read one book and by no system" but which is of the tremendous obstacles that we
of Bob Carse's books just before going based on self-respect is discussed; must overcome before we can bring the
to bed. The trouble with this book, where he tells of the merchant sea- war to a successful conclusion, here is
"Lifeline," is that once you get into it, man's attitude toward women and the your opportunity. Read Robert Sheryou can't put it down. Fortunately two classes they all fall into; where he rod's Tarawa.
it's not very long.
portrays the relationship of the MerR. T. VANDER VEEN.
Not a few books have been written chant crews on the merchant ships, and,
about the merchant seamen and their finally, the high praise he bestows on
ships in this war, but if you have time the Navy gunners who also man these
to read only one, this is it. Carse's ships, with actual tales of their valor
book gives you the /acts and the feel and devotion to duty.
of it. This book is like a C-l ship—
But more than anything else, this
small, trim, efficient, fast.
book gives you the feel of it. By a few
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.—(IP.)—HarHe tells of the number of ships and well-chosen yarns, based on fact, you
men in the Merchant Marine, their are carried into the midst of battle vard University has announced the
function and methods of operation, the yourself and you learn what it feels establishment of a new office of Countypes of ships, the history of Ameri- like. But don't read it just before going sellor for Foreign Students, headed by
Associate Dean Payson Wild of the
ca's merchant marine, and many other to bed.
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences,
facts which are important to all AmeriOne technical criticism. In describing
cans; for, he says, "One of the most the various types of ship, the tonnage to assist the growing number of foramazing facts of American life is the figures he gives are confusing and mis- eign students at the University.
nation's disregard of its merchant ma- leading. He has taken them from some Closing of universities in Europe and
rine."
collection of statistics and has notAsia has brought an increase of foreign
Many merchant seamen—more than checked them or made them square students in this country, University
half the old-timers—are ex-service with each other. There are four kinds officials said, and they predicted that
men. Many Navy men have said that of tonnage and sub-kind,' and evenf the trend probably would continue in
after this war they are going to keep ship's officers get mixed up on them. the post-war period.
on going to sea—in the merchant fleet. If you want a size comparison between
Harvard now has 250 foreign stuAny sailor who may be exposed to this a merchant ship and naval vessel you dents in the civilian enrollment of
idea should know who these men aremust take the displacement tonnage of 1,800. Largest representations are from
and what they are like, what makes the former, as that is the only kind China, Latin-America, and European
them tick. Bob Carse is the man to the latter has. This figure is given in refugee groups. Forty-seven countries
tell you, for he is one of them himself. the case of the Liberty and the C-2and four United States territories and
Carse's style, a mixture of journa- types. You'll have to guess on the oth- possessions are enrolled. The new office
lese, vivid literary art, and focsle slang, ers from their general dimensions, be- will give advice on problems of enbetrays what he is: a reporter of more cause the figures he gives "Net," trance into the country, as well as on
than average literary, ability turned "Deadweight," and "Gross," are cargo life at the University.
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Program of the
(§eventy-(§ixth (Commencement
JUNE 7-12, 1944
WEDNESDAY, JUNE SEVENTH
4:30 P.M. Meeting of the Board of Regents, Professors' Common Room, Walsh Hall
FRIDAY, JUNE NINTH
9:00 A.M. Opening Meeting of the Board of Trustees.
Celebration of the Holy Communion, with
an Address by the Chancellor in All Saints'
Chapel
10:00 A.M. Business Session of the Board of Trustees
in the Library
12:30 P.M. Luncheon for Trustees at the Vice-Chancellor's Home
2:00 P.M. Business Session of the Board of Trustees
in the Library
4:00 P.M. Adjournment and Inspection of Buildings
and Grounds
7:45 P.M. Annual Meeting of St. Luke's Brotherhood
in the Library at St. Luke's Hall
8:00 P.M. Meeting of the Alumni Council in the Professors' Common Room
8:30 P.M. Vice-Chancellor's Reception at the ViceChancellor's Home
SATURDAY, JUNE TENTH
Alumni Day
7:30 A.M. Celebration of the Holy Communion in All
Saints' Chapel; Corporate Communion of
Alumni
9:45 A.M. Annual Meeting of the Associated Alumni
at the Sewanee Union
12:00 NOON Dedication of Tablet in All Saints' Chapel
in Memory of Benjamin Ficklin Finney,
LL.D., D.C.L., Former Vice-Chancellor and
Vice-Chancellor Emeritus of the University
6:45 P.M. Annual Dinner of the Alumni at Tuckaway
Inn
8:00 P.M. Dance (formal) Given by the Sewanee
Dance Club at Ormond Simkins Field House
SUNDAY, JUNE ELEVENTH
7:30 A.M Celebration of the Holy Communion in All
Saints' Chapel
10:40 A.M. Forming of Academic Procession at Walsh
Hall
11:00 A.M. Commencement Service in AM Saints'
Chapel, with Sermon to the Graduating
Class by Commander Henry Bell Hodgkins, U.S.N.R., Senior Chaplain, Norfolk
Navy Yard, Portsmouth, Virginia
12:30 P.M. Dedication of Tablets in All Saints' Chapel
in Memory of Rev. Arthur Romeyn Gray,
Former Professor and Chaplain in the University, and of Rt. Rev. Alexander Gregg,
DX>., First Bishop of the Diocese of Texas,
Former Chancellor of the University

The Rowell Pharmacy

COMPLIMENTS OF

Lacy & Co,

The Rexall

Store

Dutch Maid Bread

Sewanee Dry Cleaners

Vice-Chancellor's home, 8:30 Friday
evening. At 9:45 Saturday morning
PRESCRIPTIONS OUR SPECIALTY
the Annual Meeting of the Associated
Winchester,
Term. - : - Phone 2136
Monteagle, Tennessee
Alumni will be held in the Sewanee
Union Auditorium. Particular significance is attached to this meeting as EAT
plans for a "Post-War Reunion at Sewanee' will be instituted at that meeting.
FOR ENERGY
Saturday evening will find the younger generation, the students, trainees and
At
all
Groceries
dates, enjoying themselves at the ComCleaning and Pressing
mencement Formal given by the SeBaggenstoss Bakery
wanee Dance Club at Ormond-SimTRACY CITY
-:TENNESSEE
kins Gym, eight to twelve.
Bacculaerate service, Sunda morning
June 11th., will be preceded by the
forming of the Academic Procession at
10:40. The sermon for the graduating class will be by Commander Hodgkins, Commencement preacher. For this
service the University Choir sings as an
offertory Handel's Hallejuah Chorus.
Monday, June 12th—Co m m e n c ement Day—will be highlighted by the
Graduation Exercises. Beginning with
TIADE-MAUK UtO, U. i . fAT. O f f .
full parade and review, received by
Admiral Jacobs, the activities will continue with the formation of the academic procession and the graduation in
All Saints' Chapel.
Following the opening service by the
Chaplain and the awarding of Medals
and Prizes, the Vice-Chancellor will
confer degrees on Seniors of the College of Arts and Sciences and Seniors
of the School of Theology. Preceding
the University Oration by Admiral
PAINTS FOR EVERY SURFACE
Jacobs will be the anthem The Lord's
Prayer (Malotte) by the University
Choir. Then completing the programme will be the conferring of Honorary Degrees by the Chancellor and the
PLATE GLASS*eOMPANY
closing service.

Drink

In Bottles

COGA-COLA BOTTLING GO. - -

K

PITTSBURGH

Hornin In . . .

GLASS FOR EVERY PURPOSE
1102 Grundy St.

NASHVILLE, TENN.

By DICK OVINGTON, USNR

Clap hands! Oh joy, and like that
there! Dance Com, we salute you, we
kneel at your feet You are the a.cme
of something-or-other. Not only have
you succeeded in slating a terrific ork
HARRY E. CLARK Manager
for the next dance, but also the serMen's Furnishing - School Supplies - Stationery - Fruits - Vegetables
vices of a singer who comes on like
Inner Sanctum. We welcome the r e Fountain Supplies - Groceries - Meats - Drugs - Candies - Tobacco
turn of Mr. Bigtime to this jive-staived
"EVERYTHING FOR THE STUDENT"
community with open arms and ears.
And at such a nominal fee, too. Maybe some of you guys are a wee skeptical concerning the merits of the enterMAIL ADVERTISING
tainers scheduled to jump here next
weekend. In that case, allow us to
For Over Twenty-Five Years
inercudce:
3:00 P.M. Class Meetings
Letters — Notices — Forms
Don Redman, ace leader-sideman, so5:00 P.M. Open House for Visiting Parents and Friends
CIRCULAR LETTER ADVERTISING CO.
loist, and one of the finest arrangers
at the Vice-Chancellor's Home
in the game, with his top-ranking crew.
Chamberlain Building
Redman has studied in several of the
MONDAY, JUNE TWELFTH
Chattanooga
Tennessee
best conservatories in the states. His
Commencement Day
first job as altoist-arranger was with
7:30 A.M. Celebration of the Holy Communion in All
Fletcher Henderson in 1925. In 27 he
Saints' Chapel
shifted to McKinney's Cotton Pickers,
9:30 A.M. Forming of Academic Procession at Walsh
and assisted an outfit to fame which Thursday and Friday, June 1 and 2—NONE SHALL ESCAPE—
Hall
was largely responsible for the deveWith Marsha Hunt and Franchot Tone.
10:00 A.M. Graduation Exercises in All Saints' Chapel,
lopment of the modern full band enwith Commencement Address by Vice Adsemble. He was virtually leader of Saturday and Monday, June 3 and 5—THE PURPLE HEART—
miral Randall Jacobs, U.S.N., The Chief of
the Pickers. Then followed a ten-year
Don't take Sanford's word for it. See this show and decide
Naval Personnel, Washington, D. C.
period wherein he fronted his own
for
yourself.
band, at which time he waxed the fine
recordings for Bluebird and other la- Sunday and Tuesday, June 4 and 6—THE HOUR BEFORE
bels, which are still in demand at any
THE DAWN—Starring Veronica Lake and Franchot Tone.
disc-mart.
the junior and senior years is usually
In 1940 Don broke up his orchestra Wednesday, June 7, Double Feature Bargain Day with two worthflexible and calculated to fit the needs
to
devote his time to free-lance arwhile attractions—HER PRIMITIVE MAN and EAGLE
of the individual student. At the end
vs. DRAGON.
of his sophomore year, or whenever ranging. He has scored for Whiteman, %
he completes the six prescribed courses, the Dorseys, Bobby Byrne, and others.
Thursday and Friday, June 7 and 8—NINE GIRLS—Featuring
Again on the podium leading, he has
URBANA. LL — (IP.)—The new Di- the student chooses some field of con- molded a well-balanced group which is
Ann Harding and Evelyn Keyes.
vision of General Studies at the Uni- centration from among the four major once more on top.
fields
of
(1)
mathematics
and
physical
versity of Illinois is a four-year proSaturday and Monday, June 9 and 11—SHINE ON HARVEST
Sharing twin billing with the Redgram wichin the College of Liberal science, (2) biological science, (3) soMOON—Casting Ann Sheridan and Dennis Morgan.
man band is that famous scat-singer
cial
science,
(4)
humanities.
Then
he
Arts, leading to the B.S. or A.B. deand git-player, Sister Rosetta Tharpe,
gree, according to Associate Dean Mar- registers for 32 semester hours within renowned for her renditions of Shout, Sunday and Tuesday, June 10 and 12—AROUND THE WORLD
this field of concentration, at least 15
—With Kay Kyser, Joan Davis, Mischa Auer. Also MARCH
vin T. Herrick of the College of Liberal
Sister, Shout, Tall Skinny Papa, That's
of which must be in one department.
OF TIME.
Arts.
All,
and
many
more.
When
on
tour
"The remaining semester hours of his
Dean Herrick points out that the
last year with the Lucky Millinder
Work for the freshman and sophomore junior and senior years, about 30, are aggregation, she was instrumental in
left
free
for
any
academic
subjects
as
years is mainly prescribed and conhe may choose so long as they are ap- grossing record gate receipts in most
sists of seven general courses which
proved by the director of the Division. of the leading theatres in the country.
introduce the student to the main areas Thus the Division places specialized
If you are a New Student, or an Old Subscriber whose subscripton
You can't beat a program like that.
°f human knowledge.
expired with the last issue, please fill out the form below and return
knowledge, or technical training, after Our only hope is that the station per"The Division's seven liberal arts a broad, cultural introduction.
This sonnel will suppore the return of big
with one dollar ($1.00).
s
nd sciences are (1) Verbal Expres- specialization of the student, or his bands to the mountain in force. The
si
°n, (2) History of Civilization, (3) professional education, rests upon a Committee is doing wonderful work in
making contacts. We promise you that
Date
Biological Science, (4) Physical Science, general education."
you will be well-satisfied with their
(5) Social Science, (6) Literature and
efforts on this occasion. Hope to see
Fine Arts, (7) Psychology and PhiBnx CARPENTER, A.S., Circulation Manager,
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO you at the dance.
losophy.
THB SIWANEE PURPLE, Sewanee, Tennessee
{Continued from page 3)
''Every student who expects to r e I Aaron J. Brumbaugh, chairman of the
gain in the Division for a bachelor's
Please enter my subscription to the SEWANEE PURPLE for the second
1930 and gradually extended since, scholarship committee of the Univerdegree must take the first four courses
whereby
the procedure of passing stu- sity, said. While the aptitude tests
ar
semester
ending June 30, 1944, for which I enclose $1.00.
>d two of the remaining three. Nordents in accord with grades and credits are a large factor in determining winmal
lyy the
the
the student
student will
will complete
p
ners,
Dean
Brumbaugh
also
points
out
is substantially eliminated. Now the
*'*
b courses by
b the
th end
d fof
Name
'.* prescribed
"Chicago Plan" has been applied to that other criteria are taken into acls
sophomore year; if he remains in competitions for all scholarships. The count. The other criteria include the
~>e Division he must complete them by University hopes to award more than comments and recommendations of high
Address
„
"Jje end of his junior year. All of 100 scholarships, covering all levels in school principals and teachers, the stuWese general courses are open also to the College, during the full year.
dent's general record in high school
stu
City
_ r ...
dents outside the Division, who
and the student's participation in school
Results of the aptitude tests are
m
*y elect any or all of them.
scored by electrical equipment, Dean i and community activities.
'The General Studies program for

UNIVERSITY SUPPLY STORE

SEWANEE UNION THEATRE

New Liberal Arts
Program At Illinois
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E. Cochran, Jr., Wayne Wallace Collier,
Edward Macon Edmondson, Jr., William
(Continued from page 1)
Carr Fillmore, Jefferson Trent Howell,
At the conclusion of the address, the Jr., Henry Frith Hunter, Joseph FrankValedictory was given by Cadet David lin Jackson, James McCaw Johnson,
Diffey Bush, and the final formation Floyd Ferguson Kay, Jr., John Roland
was held on the lawn outside of All Krogsgard, John Stratford Latimer,
Saints' Chapel, while the band played Gerald David Lehmann, William Gray
the familiar strains of "Auld Lang Little, Jr., William Dow Lovett, Stuart
Syne". The ceremony was concluded Fonda Martin, John Manfull Mclntosh,
by the dismissal by the Commandant, Jr., Kenneth Gilbert McRae, III, Walter
General Allin.
DeMilly Merriam, Raymond Perry PadSenior class officers were David Dif- den, James Steele Paschal, George
fey Bush, and Wayne Wallace Collier
Alexander Peterkin, Jr., Henry Kneeelected by the graduating class. Men
graduating from the Academy at this land Phelps, III, Charles Harry Randall,
Walter Garrett Riddick, Jr., Elbert Matime were:
John M a t t h e w s Abernathy, Jr., son Roberts, Jr., Douglas Woodford
Franklin Dunwody Aiken, III, Edmond Sanders, Edward Beynroth Schwing, III,
Minitree Apperson, III, John S. Bailey, Hugh St. Clare Sease, Jr., Joseph AnJr., James McDowell Baker, Jr., Vin- thony Smith, Arthur Morton Swasey,
cent Harton Barber, William Hearn Jr., John Anderson Wall, Charles WesGradley, Joseph Brown, Joseph LeRoy ley Warterfield, Jr., Donnell King WatBurgess, David Diffey Bush, Kenneth kins.

S. M. A. COMMENCEMENT

daughter, Barbara. Once more the orchestra with "Star Eyes" and then to
(Continued on page 8)
SKY CHIEF
the third play of the afternoon, the radio
as he did so bowed and said in per- serial "Maud Muller, Girl Alone." Howfect English, "It's a pleasure, madame". ard Shelton was the slim Maud, Dick
GASOLINE
Realizing too late what he had done, Ovington her beloved "Judge", Joe
Cumming,
the
announcer,
and
Tom
he straightened up only to hear the
" Those Who Want the Best
General say, "You are under arrest for Beattie, the narrator. There were also
the popcorn vendor in the audience,
treason".
The time between the change of scene Kayo Myers (the baby with the gun)
was excellently handled by one Joeand Po Tator who progressed across
R. H. BROCK, Distributor
Hall singing "Minnie the Moucher" and the stage to put his house out with a
TEXACO
and FIRESTONE PRODUCTS
ass
of
water.
He
claimed
it
was
on
other of his repertoire.
fire.
And,
too,
Mr.
Snabnashky,
LawCowan,
Tennessee
When the curtains opened again, soft
lights prevailed and to the rhythm of a son. The skit was very good and inSouth American Tango the graceful cluded such things as a cloud moving
dancing team, Miss Mary Tipple and across stage to drop water on the
Judge!, and always we shall remember
Mel Weinberg, came on stage. From
that sweet and gentle sigh that Maud
the sublime to the ridiculous they were uttered when the Judge left her!
Student and Alumni
followed by a dance composed of the
"Tea
for
Two"
was
now
ordered
and
four Rose Sisters, Harry Douglas, Bob
Lyle, Perrin Lowrey, and Ted Sanford! to this musical setting Miss Tipple and
Headquarters
This was followed by a song by Mrs. Mel Weinberg once more danced together.
They
are
really
a
wonderful
Moore and a duet by her and her
team and we wish here to congratulate
both of them on their dances.
But all good things must come to an
end—so had the Happy Hour. With
one more piece by the orchestra, the
entire cast came on stage to sing
"Anchors Aweigh" and thus closed
successfully an afternoon of fun and
entertainment. Yet, in all of this we
have made no mention of one of the
Nashville, Tennessee
most important people in the whole
show—our property man, John Hiller.
So, to you, John, to Mrs. Govan who
coached "A Perfect Gentleman", and
to the director and producer of the all,
Mr. Corley, we say "Thank you" for a
Happy Hour.
*

HAPPY HOUR

HOTEL HERMITAGE

*£•:.».-,,.,

SALAMANDERS
(Continued from page 1)

1 here's a character who's got a
heart like his name. To him a Nip
in the trees is a notch in his gun.
Me, I've got the hottest pin-up
collection in the Pacific but does it
get me anywhere with Trig? No!
Even when I try to mooch one of
his Chesterfields I have tofindhim
a whole nest of Nips to pick off.
But then . . . the Colonel says we
make a swell Combination...

A

Remember Chesterfield's
RIGHT COMBINATION
WORLD'S BEST TOBACCOS
5 Key-words
For Mildness, Better Taste
and Cooler Smoking
SAY TRIGGER, I'LL TRADE YOU

TWO SWEATER GALS AND A
BROADWAY CUT1E F E R . h

CHESTERFIELD

nity. It is the second time that a cave
salamander has been discovered east
of the Mississippi River, The other
one was discovered in Georgia, but only
one specimen was obtained. In the
North Carolina area there are fortythree varieties of salamanders; in the
world there are between two and three
hundred varieties. During the last ten
years there have been perhaps a hundred new species discovered. There
are just four genera of cave salamanders
known today.

Mountain City Stove
Company
Suppliers of School
Kitchen and Dining Room
Including Glassware
Silverware and Chinaware
CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE

glara's RestauranJ

The salamander discovered by Dr.
McCrady is five to six inches in length,
[t is smaller than most stream salamanMonteagle, Tennessee
ders, but this might be due to the fact
that it has a cave existence. This newly 'WHERE FRIENDS MEET FRIENDS"
discovered salamander is still in the
metamorphosis stage. During its life
span, it never completes the cycle. In
this larval state the cave salamander
reproduces. The entire cycle is not
unlike the frog development.
There is some doubt about the discovery made by Dr. McCrady as to
whether it is a new species or genus.
To clarify the matter it will be necessary to acquire larvae of other species
MANUFACTURES OF
or an accurate description of the larval
stage. It seems that when an author
writes about the salamander, he passes
over a description of the larval 'stage
rather hastily; however, through a
system of lending, the various museums
in the country will be able to co-operate in identifying this discovery. It is
through the various larvae of other
known salamanders that it will be possible to confirm Mr. Pope's and Dr.
McCrady's theories.
*
CONSHOHOCKEN, PA.

Philadelphia
Uniform Co. «•

|UNIFORMS
MILITARY CLOTHING
GAPS AND
EQUIPMENT

DECLAMATION CONTEST
(Continued from page 1)

rfskfir

Contest". This year is Mr. McKeown's
fourth attempt in the contest, an attempt which has finally resulted in success. The speakers on the program inDRY GOODS, GROCERIES, SHOES, HATS
cluded Mr. McKeown, who is from FURNISHING GOODS, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
Florida; Leonidas Emerson, Tennessee,
MAGAZINES, KODAK FILMS
who gave a selection from "Blood,
FIRE INSURANCE
Sweat, and Tears" by Winston Churchill; Howard Shelton, Indiana, with the Sewanee
-: Tennessee
selection "Builders of Iron"; Benjamin
Schulein, Missouri, the Gettysburg Address; William Nummy, New York, who
presented Brutus' address to the Ro
mans; John Waymouth, Louisiana, Wol
sey's reply to Cromwell; and Clarence
Compliments of
Edmondson, Tennessee, Webster's address on Peaceable Secession. All the
speeches were very good, according to
the judges, with especially good per
formances by Shelton, Nummy and Ed
mondson.
.
*

P. S. BROOKS & CO.
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Ships' bells are struck from one to
eight strokes each four-hour period
of the day, one bell being added for
each 30 minutes.
Copyright 1944, LICGBTT & MYEES TOBACCO C O .
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VICTORY TUNES
Five Nights a Week
all NBC Stations

JOHN NESBITT'S
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Toes.Wed.Thurs. Nights
all CBS Stations

Mannis Motor Gourt-AAA Court
Monteagle, Tenn.
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Phone 2424
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